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problem of time in quantum gravity problem of emergence of space and time 
in quantum gravity

3+ levels


three layers of distance from fundamental d.o.f.s of quantum gravity


and continuum classical spacetime


new conceptual issues (and opportunities) at each level
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The problem of Quantum Gravity

Quantum Gravity is not about “quantizing GR”

at least not necessarily and certainly not only

the goals are:


• identify the fundamental (quantum) degrees of freedom of spacetime                  
——  the “atoms of space (or spacetime)”


•  define a consistent quantum dynamics for them


• show that a continuum and classical spacetime emerges, in some approximation


• show that GR is good effective description of emergent spacetime dynamics
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0
the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”

GR source of the problem:  diffeomorphism invariance


• neither dynamics (action, equations of motion) nor generic solutions have preferred time direction


• infinity of equally valid local (coordinate/system-dependent) notions of time = no time
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0
the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”

GR source of the problem:  diffeomorphism invariance


• neither dynamics (action, equations of motion) nor generic solutions have preferred time direction


• infinity of equally valid local (coordinate/system-dependent) notions of time = no time

notice: 


same for space! mathematical and physical situation is identical (conceptual issues?)


no essential difference in canonical vs covariant formulations 
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0

quantum theory:

the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”problem of Time
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0

quantum theory:

just the same, only worse

the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”problem of Time
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0

quantum theory:

just the same, only worse

the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”problem of Time

origin is the same: diffeo invariance, unphysical nature of coordinates, no 
preferred time direction in dynamics or generic states or solutions
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0

quantum theory:

just the same, only worse

the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”problem of Time

origin is the same: diffeo invariance, unphysical nature of coordinates, no 
preferred time direction in dynamics or generic states or solutions

“worse” because preferred time direction is essential in formulation and 
interpretation of usual quantum theory (unitarity, probability interpretation, ….)
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0

quantum theory:

just the same, only worse

the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”problem of Time

origin is the same: diffeo invariance, unphysical nature of coordinates, no 
preferred time direction in dynamics or generic states or solutions

“worse” because preferred time direction is essential in formulation and 
interpretation of usual quantum theory (unitarity, probability interpretation, ….)

so, in the case of “quantum GR”, we are at loss 


—— but more a problem in new foundations of quantum theory, then a new problem of time 


(with respect to classical GR)

again, no essential difference between canonical vs covariant formulation
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Time in Quantum Gravity - level 0

the view from “Quantum Gravity as quantum GR”problem of Time

there is no time ….. but there are many (imperfect) physical clocks

• consider complete system of spacetime geometry + matter fields

• identify internal degree of freedom of system, that is (approximately) monotonically increasing in 
value (at least in some regime)

• use it as clock to parametrize the evolution of other degrees of freedom

to me, perfectly adequate solution (still, leaves open issues….)

……. but this is only level 0……

natural solution: “relational time” Kuchar, Banks, Rovelli, …….
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Quantum Gravity: where do we stand?
many different approaches …..

started as canonical quantization of continuum GR in connection/triad variables

he(A) = P e

R
e A 2 SU(2) 8e : [0, 1] ! ⌃ Ej(S) =

Z

S
(? Ej)abdx

a ^ dx

b 2 su(2) 8S ⇢ ⌃

then, switch to “discrete counterparts: holonomies and fluxes:

LQG - phase space reparametrization: paths and surfaces

(Ai
a , Eb

i =
1
�

⌅
e eb

i )

{Ai
a(x), Aj

b(y)} = {Ea
i (x), Eb

j (y)} = 0 {Ea
j (x), Ak

b (y)} � ⇥a
b ⇥k

j ⇥(x, y)

• phase space variables:

• 3 constraints: Gauss (local gauge), spatial diffeo, Hamiltonian (dynamics)

Wednesday, May 2, 2012

23.05.2011 quantum geometry 5

[E ;f ; ] = 8¼ˉlP f(p)I
I

Holonomy‐flux algebra:

Defined by relations such as

[[E ;f ; E ;g]; ] = (8¼ˉlP)2 f(p)Ig(p)J

IJ

β kα j j k

.

α jα j  α k

. =

2jX

k=0

=
defined in embedding spatial manifold
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Quantum Gravity: where do we stand?
many different approaches …..

• Hilbert space decomposes into graph-based sectors: H =
M

�

Hinv
� Hinv

� = L2
�
SU(2)E/SU(2)V

⇥

intertwiner between 
representations on 
edges incident to 

vertex

Wigner representation  
function

Quantization of Systems with Constraints
Two dynamical models for full LQG

Outlook and Work in Progress

Hamiltonian formulation of GR
Relational Formalism: Observables & Evolution

Basis of Hkin

Spin network functions [Ashtekar, Isham, Lewandowski, Rovelli, Smolin ’90]
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Kristina Giesel Dynamics of LQG

•  spin network representation (graphs labelled by algebraic data):

f inv
� (g1, ..., gE) =

X

j1,...,jE

f j1,..,jE ;iv

� s�; je , iv (ge) s�; je , iv (ge) =
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Rovelli-Smolin, ‘95

….. impose diffeo invariance….……. end up with purely algebraic and combinatorial structures:
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Loop Quantum Gravity 

•  canonical definition of quantum dynamics: Hamiltonian constraint equation: H� = 0

•  covariant definition of quantum dynamics: sum-over-histories (“spin foam models”)

2-complex J bordered by the graphs of γ and γ′ respectively, a collection of spins {jf} associated
with faces f ∈ J and a collection of intertwiners {ιe} associated to edges e ∈ J . Both spins and
intertwiners of exterior faces and edges match the boundary values defined by the spin networks s
and s′ respectively. Spin foams F : s → s′ and F ′ : s′ → s′′ can be composed into FF ′ : s → s′′

by gluing together the two corresponding 2-complexes at s′. A spin foam model is an assignment
of amplitudes A[F ] which is consistent with this composition rule in the sense that

A[FF ′] = A[F ]A[F ′]. (74)

Transition amplitudes between spin network states are defined by

⟨s, s′⟩phys =
!

F :s→s′

A[F ], (75)

where the notation anticipates the interpretation of such amplitudes as defining the physical scalar
product. The domain of the previous sum is left unspecified at this stage. We shall discuss this
question further in Section V. This last equation is the spin foam counterpart of equation (73).
This definition remains formal until we specify what the set of allowed spin foams in the sum are
and define the corresponding amplitudes.
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Figure 5: A typical path in a path integral version of loop quantum gravity is given by a series of
transitions through different spin-network states representing a state of 3-geometries. Nodes and
links in the spin network evolve into 1-dimensional edges and faces. New links are created and
spins are reassigned at vertexes (emphasized on the right). The ‘topological’ structure is provided
by the underlying 2-complex while the geometric degrees of freedom are encoded in the labeling of
its elements with irreducible representations and intertwiners.

The background-independent character of spin foams is manifest. The 2-complex can be
thought of as representing ‘space-time’ while the boundary graphs as representing ‘space’. They do
not carry any geometrical information in contrast with the standard concept of a lattice. Geometry
is encoded in the spin labelings which represent the degrees of freedom of the gravitational field.

In standard quantum mechanics the path integral is used to compute the matrix elements of the
evolution operator U(t). It provides in this way the solution for dynamics since for any kinemat-
ical state Ψ the state U(t)Ψ is a solution to Schrödinger’s equation. Analogously, in a generally
covariant theory the path integral provides a device for constructing solutions to the quantum
constraints. Transition amplitudes represent the matrix elements of the so-called generalized ‘pro-
jection’ operator P (i.e., ⟨s, s′⟩phys = ⟨sP, s′⟩ recall the general discussion of Sections 2.2) such
that PΨ is a physical state for any kinematical state Ψ. As in the case of the vector constraint

30
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combinatorics and in algebraic data


history is 2-complex (vertices, edges, faces) labelled 
by same algebraic data = spin foam
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evolution of spin networks involves changes in 
combinatorics and in algebraic data


history is 2-complex (vertices, edges, faces) labelled 
by same algebraic data = spin foam

Transition amplitudes = sum over histories (spin foam model = combinatorial-algebraic sum over geometries):
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Quantum Gravity: where do we stand?
many different approaches …..

several open issues; most important: (dynamical) emergence of continuum spacetime
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' : G⇥d ! CQuantum field theory over group manifold  G 
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second quantized version of Loop Quantum Gravity (dynamics not derived from quantization of GR)
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Fock vacuum: “no-space” (“emptiest”) state   | 0 >

generic quantum state: arbitrary collection of spin network vertices (including glued ones) or 
tetrahedra (including glued ones)

Quantization of Systems with Constraints
Two dynamical models for full LQG

Outlook and Work in Progress

Hamiltonian formulation of GR
Relational Formalism: Observables & Evolution

Basis of Hkin

Spin network functions [Ashtekar, Isham, Lewandowski, Rovelli, Smolin ’90]
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Hamiltonian formulation of GR
Relational Formalism: Observables & Evolution

Basis of Hkin

Spin network functions [Ashtekar, Isham, Lewandowski, Rovelli, Smolin ’90]
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Group Field Theory

Quantum Gravity: where do we stand?
many different approaches …..

' : G⇥d ! CQuantum field theory over group manifold  G 
d=4, G = SU(2) for LQG

a QFT of spin networks
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quantum theory: Feynman perturbative expansion around trivial vacuum

Z =
Z
D'D' ei S�(',') =

X

�

�N�

sym(�)
A�
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and s′ respectively. Spin foams F : s → s′ and F ′ : s′ → s′′ can be composed into FF ′ : s → s′′

by gluing together the two corresponding 2-complexes at s′. A spin foam model is an assignment
of amplitudes A[F ] which is consistent with this composition rule in the sense that

A[FF ′] = A[F ]A[F ′]. (74)

Transition amplitudes between spin network states are defined by

⟨s, s′⟩phys =
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where the notation anticipates the interpretation of such amplitudes as defining the physical scalar
product. The domain of the previous sum is left unspecified at this stage. We shall discuss this
question further in Section V. This last equation is the spin foam counterpart of equation (73).
This definition remains formal until we specify what the set of allowed spin foams in the sum are
and define the corresponding amplitudes.
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Figure 5: A typical path in a path integral version of loop quantum gravity is given by a series of
transitions through different spin-network states representing a state of 3-geometries. Nodes and
links in the spin network evolve into 1-dimensional edges and faces. New links are created and
spins are reassigned at vertexes (emphasized on the right). The ‘topological’ structure is provided
by the underlying 2-complex while the geometric degrees of freedom are encoded in the labeling of
its elements with irreducible representations and intertwiners.

The background-independent character of spin foams is manifest. The 2-complex can be
thought of as representing ‘space-time’ while the boundary graphs as representing ‘space’. They do
not carry any geometrical information in contrast with the standard concept of a lattice. Geometry
is encoded in the spin labelings which represent the degrees of freedom of the gravitational field.

In standard quantum mechanics the path integral is used to compute the matrix elements of the
evolution operator U(t). It provides in this way the solution for dynamics since for any kinemat-
ical state Ψ the state U(t)Ψ is a solution to Schrödinger’s equation. Analogously, in a generally
covariant theory the path integral provides a device for constructing solutions to the quantum
constraints. Transition amplitudes represent the matrix elements of the so-called generalized ‘pro-
jection’ operator P (i.e., ⟨s, s′⟩phys = ⟨sP, s′⟩ recall the general discussion of Sections 2.2) such
that PΨ is a physical state for any kinematical state Ψ. As in the case of the vector constraint
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bringing together three domains 
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• Quantum Mechanics
• Condensed Matter Theory/Statistical Mechanics
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few QG d.o.f.s in classical approx.!
(e.g. discrete/lattice gravity)
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(continuum spacetime)

full Quantum Gravity

N

h

few QG d.o.f.s!
(e.g. simple LQG spinnets)

N-direction: continuum approximation ~ 
thermodynamic limit

h-direction: classical approximation

very different!

no reason they expect that they commute!

nor that the path is one-to-one

(—> universality vs different phases)
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space and time have dissolved in a deeper, more drastic sense 

even possibility of space has yet to emerge, 

and possibility of time has yet to emerge as well 

after emergence, we reach level 0: 

a (quantum) continuum description of space and time is possible

still no time and no space, 

but the can be relationally (re-)constructed (as in GR)
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AL vacuum |0iAL

ALh0|ES |0iAL = 0 8S
�ALES << 1 �ALAS >> 1

KS vacuum |0iKS

KSh0|ES |0iKS = ES 8S
�KSES << 1 �KSAS >> 1

DG vacuum 

(or BF vacuum)

|0iDG

DGh0|F (A)|0iDG = 0

�DGA << 1 �DGES >> 1

B. Dittrich, M. Geiller, 1401.6441 [gr-qc]

GFT condensates

S. Gielen, DO, L. Sindoni, 

1303.3576 [gr-qc], 1311.1238 [gr-qc]

h⌦|'̂(gi)|⌦i = '(gi)

T. Koslowski, H. Sahlmann, 1109.4688 [gr-qc]
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AL vacuum

KS vacuum

DG vacuum 

(or BF vacuum)

?

?

GFT condensate

phase transitions ?

Loop Quantum Gravity and GFT

issue is to prove dynamically the choice of vacuum and the phase transitions

what is the right phase of “geometric physics”? in which phase does a spacetime emerge?

recent progress in spin foam models, GFTs, tensor models…
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“degenerate”

“condensate”

µ > 0 h' i = 0

µ < 0 h' i 6= 0

D. Benedetti, J. Ben Geloun, DO, arXiv:1411.3180 [hep-th]

an example:
simple GFT toy model in 3d (not realistic QG model)

macroscopic phases studied via Functional Renormalization group methods

scale is internal N variable (would be “volume scale” in models with a geometric interpretation)
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Emergent space and time?
Butterfield et al., Huggett-Wuetrich: 

•  emergence is appearance of properties that are novel wrt different description of the system and robust 
(stable), thus reproducible

• emergence of a property requires a limiting procedure in the description of the system - nature of limits?

• emergence takes place physically -before the limit- and requires approximations

• even more difficult to make notion of “emergence” clear in spacetime-free context

QG context:

show emergence of space and time = define an approximation/limiting procedure that leads from non-

spatio-temporal, fundamental QG degrees of freedom (and their dynamics) to continuum spacetime and 
geometry (and their GR dynamics)

it involves, a priori, two very different limits: continuum & classical (order?)


exact nature of dofs, procedure, limits, etc has to be discussed in specific examples
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3 levels of emergence for space and time
level 0:   from quantum spacetime to classical spacetime


fundamental dofs are “quantum continuum geometries”, result of “quantizing spacetime/metric”
“emergence of space and time”

if continuum spacetime and geometry are obtained from different, discrete structures, issue is: 


are these pre-geometric structures physical (or just regularisation tools)?

if physical, then:

level I: from “atoms of space” to continuum (quantum) spacetime, approximately

emergence of space and time
if different phases are possible:

level II: from atoms of space to (quantum) spacetime, approximately and only in some regime

emergence+ of space and time

if atoms of space are physical, and can organize in different phases, are these phases all physical?

emergence++ of space and time
level III: from “atoms of space” to continuum (quantum) spacetime, approximately, or to something different

if physical, then:
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The idea of “Geometrogenesis”

from non-geometric phase (no spacetime and geometry even at macroscopic scales)

to geometric phase (spacetime and geometry emerge at macroscopic scales)

Geometrogenesis

atoms of space are physical - different phases are physical 

—> is geometrogenesis a physical “process”?

if it is physical, what physics does it capture?

hypothesis: cosmological interpretation


geometrogenesis is what replaces the Big Bang in Quantum Gravity

non-trivial phase diagram (different possible phases)
phase transitions

Markopoulou, Smolin, 
Magueijo, DO, ……
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GFT condensate cosmology
recent line of research inspired by (and indirectly supporting) cosmological interpretation of geometrogenesis


and concrete example of emergence of space and time (up to level 0) in Quantum Gravity 

S. Gielen, DO, L. Sindoni,                         
arXiv:1303.3576 [gr-qc], 1311.1238 [gr-qc]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1303.3576
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GFT condensate cosmology
hypothesis: geometrogenesis phase transition is condensation of GFT building blocks

S. Gielen, DO, L. Sindoni,                         
arXiv:1303.3576 [gr-qc], 1311.1238 [gr-qc]

problem 1: 

identify quantum states in fundamental theory with continuum spacetime interpretation

problem 2:

extract from fundamental theory an effective macroscopic dynamics for such states 

Quantum GFT condensates are continuum quantum homogeneous spaces

(following procedures of standard BEC) plus ansatz for relevant states in fundamental SD-equations for GFT model, 
extract effective dynamical equations

described by single collective wave function 

(depending on continuum homogeneous spatial geometric data, like standard quantum cosmology wavefunction)

QG (GFT) analogue of Gross-Pitaevskii hydrodynamic equation in BECs 

is


non-linear extension of quantum cosmology-like equation for collective wave function

very specific (class of) infinite superpositions of spin networks

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1303.3576
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Time in the geometrogenesis scenario many new questions….

can the (cosmological) phase transition be a physical event/process? (the Big Bang?)

can we “evolve” in the QG phase diagram? can we give a “temporal” characterisation of such evolution?

can we physically evolve towards or away from the cosmological phase transition? 

recall: we are already at level II - no continuum space, no continuum time, no time variables, no time direction

need to have a background-independent,                          
non-spatio-temporal “evolution” of QG coupling constants

three related problems:

no external observer tuning the coupling constants 

timelessness of QG (and GR): no time in QG framework 

timelessness of statistical field theory: no time interpretation of phase diagram and of RG flow

evolution across “theory space”,                                            
from macroscopic theory (phase) to macroscopic theory (phase)
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Time in the geometrogenesis scenario many new questions….

possible strategy:  pushing the “relational” formalism one (or two) level(s) down -

 a relational account of the RG flow?

RG flow parameter (scale) is internal (dynamical) d.o.f. of the system 

“proto-temporal”, dynamical interpretation of RG flow

 tentative example: 

cosmological evolution in terms of universe volume as internal time

same volume defines scale for GFT RG flow

RG flow in geometric phase leads to phase transition at small volumes

same RG flow leads to phase transition in non-geometric phase
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Time in the geometrogenesis scenario

many new questions….

understanding the physics (the “reality”) of the QG phase diagram

at level III, but already at level I and level II,


new ontological issues:

•   are space and time real, if emergent? from “necessarily-spatio-temporal ontology” to “no ontological 
relevance for space and time at all”?

•    what is the ontological status of the non-spatio-temporal regimes (and phases) and of the “atoms of 
space” themselves?    

•  call for multi-level, non-reductionist ontology?

• can we define a new ontology, a new notion of “existence” and of “reality” of a physical object that does 
not assume existence in space and in time?

new (non-standard) physical interpretation of RG flow


relational re-writing of covariant statistical mechanics

itself a complicated thing define properly 
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The role of philosophers ……..

help us!!!

• clarify our conceptual set-ups


• identify conceptually tricky parts of our procedures


• point out philosophical simplistic ways of reasoning


• expose implicit or hidden consequences of lines of thought

most important:


do it in the process!!! in parallel with scientific developments


don’t wait for us to have ‘finished”, before coming to analyse what we have done

conceptual tour de force! here, Philosophy can and should help

join us in the (conceptual) mud! (shaky grounds, tentative untested theories, new mathematics, ...)



Thank you for your attention!


